
[ An example of an ELL Note for the instructional strategy  
Model Thinking Aloud for the game  

Capture 5 in Grade 2 ]

3 DISCUSSION

As students play Capture 5, they add and subtract multiples of 10.

DIFFERENTIATION Supporting the Range of Learners

INTERVENTION Scaffold a Solution Help students who count by 1s think 
about larger jumps. Remind them of the work they’ve done thinking about 
patterns on the 100 chart. Also, thinking about cubes or stickers may help 
them add and subtract tens. I see you have a +10 Change Card. That makes 
me think of stickers. If you had 32 stickers and added a strip, how many 
would you have? Helping students break multiples of 10 into tens can also 
help. You have a +20 card. How many strips would you have to add to add 
20? What if you added one strip of 10? Can you find that number on the  
100 chart? What if you added another strip of 10? MWI

INTERVENTION Scaffold a Solution Help students who make their moves by 
trial and error consider number relationships to determine the best moves. 
Your game piece is on 76, and you want to capture the chip on 58. How far 
apart are those numbers? Is there a combination of cards you can use that  
will let you move back that many spaces?

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS Model Thinking Aloud Play a couple of 
rounds with students. Model taking a turn. For example, use gestures to 
reinforce your words: The game piece is on [28]. I want to capture the chip on 
[48]. I have [+20, −5, −10, +15, +5]. Which card or cards can I use? I can 
use the [+20] card because [28 + 20 = 48]. Are there other cards I could use? 
As students take turns, have them reason aloud as they act out each step. 
If they need additional support, ask questions to guide them. For example: 
What number is the game piece on? What chip do you want to capture? 
What cards do you have? Which card or cards can you use to get to [48]?
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+10 +10 +10 +10

−10 −10 −10 −10

+20 +20 +20 +20

−20 −20 −20 −20

+30 +30 −30 −30
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Capture 5 Gameboard
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Capture 5 Directions

You need
 Capture 5 Gameboard (G31)
 deck of Change Cards
 12 translucent chips  

of one color
 1 game piece
 Capture 5 Recording Sheet (G32)  

(1 per player)

Play with a partner. Work together.

1  Place 12 chips on different numbers 
around the 100 chart. Put the game 
piece anywhere on the 100 chart.

2  Deal five Change Cards face up.  
Place the remaining cards facedown on the table.

3  Use the Change Cards to move the game piece. Try to land on a 
square with a chip. You can use any number of Change Cards, from 
one to all five.

4  If you land exactly on a square with a chip, capture it and take it 
off the board. You can capture only one chip during a turn.

5  Each player records each move with an equation on the Capture 5 
Recording Sheet. For example, if you begin on 45 and use the  
cards +2, +10, and +3, you record 45 + 2 + 10 + 3 = 60.

6  Place the Change Cards used in a discard pile. Replace them with 
cards from the top of the deck. (If the deck of Change Cards is  
used up, shuffle the discard pile, and turn it facedown.)

7  Work together to capture 5 chips.

More Ways to Play
 Each player has a game piece and tries to capture 5 chips from the board.
 Form a team with a partner, and play against a team of two players.

−1 −10 +2

+2 +10 +3−3 −20
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MATH WORDS AND IDEAS

MWI 100 Chart

Capture 5

MATH FOCUS POINT FOR DISCUSSION
  Adding and subtracting a number of tens and/or ones to/from a 2-digit 
number

UNIT 5: How Many Tens? How Many Hundreds? 37 SESSION 1.2: Capture 5: Adding and Subtracting Tens and Ones
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PART 2
USING INVESTIGATIONS

Supporting English Language Learners  
in the Investigations Classroom
Supporting English Language Learners is an important aspect of 
Investigations’ approach to differentiation and its commitment 
to engaging the range of learners. The linguistic demands of 
math lessons present specific challenges for English Language 
Learners. While understanding and using academic vocabulary 
and the language of mathematics is a goal, it can also be an 
obstacle; knowing a term or using it in a sentence does not 
necessarily signify understanding.1 

English Language Learners, and all Investigations students, 
encounter the mathematics and the language associated with 
it within a language-rich context. Opportunities to listen to 
and interact with ideas and materials within the context of a 
mathematical community are central to every Investigations 
lesson. In addition, the professional development resources that 
focus on the mathematical content and on supporting students 
as they engage with the mathematical content are an integral 
part of this work.

Embedded within the Investigations curriculum units, the 
following two instructional features can help you support and 
engage English Language Learners.

Previewing Unit Content for English Language Learners, 
found at the beginning of each curriculum unit, identifies 
specific information about aspects of the math work to consider. 
This preview2

 b highlights content and activities that have high language 
demands. 

 b points out where tools can facilitate students’ 
comprehension and support language production.

 b suggests games and activities to preview or pre-teach, and 
suggests concepts and skills to review.

 b specifies vocabulary, everyday and mathematical, to 
preview or review prior to the lessons.

For more information about Previewing Unit Content for 
English Language Learners, see page 22.

Differentiation: Supporting the Range of Learners, found 
in most sessions in the curriculum units, includes suggestions 
for English Language Learners that are specific to individual 
activities. These targeted recommendations are built around 
eight specific instructional strategies designed to support 
English Language Learners. While individual suggestions focus 
on specific activities, the eight instructional strategies are 
intended to be a set of professional development resources 
that can be generalized to other activities and instructional 
situations. 

These eight instructional strategies are as 
follows:

1. Model Thinking Aloud
When English Language Learners use English to articulate 
their thinking, they get an opportunity to practice using the 
language while you get an opportunity to identify gaps in their 
knowledge and provide instructional support.

When you model your process and articulate your thinking for 
students, they learn how to use the language effectively. When 
modeling thinking aloud, it is important to use visuals and 
gestures to reinforce understanding. 

1 Bresser, Melanese, Sphar, “Supporting English Language Learners in 
Math Class,” Math Solutions, 2009.

2 Dr. James Cummins, Adapted from The Pearson EFF Framework and 
“English Language Learners in the Math Classroom,” Investigations 
in Number, Data, and Space, Differentiation and Intervention 
Guide, 2011.
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